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About AIV
◦ Acoustically-Induced Vibation (AIV) refers to high-frequency broadband
excitation and high-frequency vibration (typically 100-3000 Hz) in piping
downstream of a pressure-reducing device (e.g., a control valve or pressure
relief valve)
◦ Can result in high-cycle fatigue failures at branch connections or welded
supports
◦ First identified in 1983 by Carucci and Mueller
◦ Often a concern in flare/blowdown piping with
thin walls and large diameters
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API Standard 521 (Sixth Edition)
◦ Screening for AIV is necessary to
evaluate branch connection
◦ “The Potential for acoustic fatique should
be evaluated to identify potential high-risk
welded pipe connections so that
appropriate modifications can be made.”
◦ “Systems identified as a risk using these
evaluation methods should be mitigated.”
◦ “A sound power level greater than 155 dB
should be further evaluated…”

Existing AIV Screening Methods
◦ Carucci-Mueller Design Curve

◦ Eisinger Design Curve

◦ Modified Carucci-Mueller and Eisinger
Design Curve
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Existing AIV Screening Methods
◦ The Energy Institute (2005) introduced a
screening methodology* for AIV:
◦ Simple source PWL computation
◦ PWL decay to branch connection and addition of PWL
from multiple sources at each branch
◦ Estimate of fatigue life from curve-fit data (data from FE
models calibrated to historical failure/non-failure data)
◦ Fatigue life estimation including reduction due to
weldolet fittings and small branch diameter to main line
diameter ratios
◦ Likelihood of Failure (LOF) computed from estimated
fatigue life

*See “Guidelines for the avoidance of vibration induced fatigue failure in process pipework,” Energy Institute, 2nd Ed., Jan 2008
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Detailed Analysis Methods
◦ Determine coincidence of acoustic and pipe shell
modes
◦ Valve excitation analysis (Standard IEC 60534-8-3)
◦ Acoustic analysis
◦ Finite element analysis

◦ Forced response analysis of FE model at coincident
modes performed with shell models to determine
stresses at fillet weld and resulting fatigue life
◦ Excitation from valve amplified by acoustic amplification
factor to account for acoustic resonance
◦ Stresses evaluated using mesh-insensitive procedure for
welded joints in accordance with Section 5.5.5 of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division 2
◦ Implementation of stress intensifier with the EI Guideline
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Tested AIV Solutions
◦ Branch spacing and PWL attenuation
◦ Pipe connection and branch fitting type changes
◦ Reinforcement
◦ Stiffener rings
◦ Damping
◦ Tube Bundles

Testing of AIV Solutions at SwRI
◦ Continuous testing of multiple header geometries and AIV
solutions

*Based on SwRI 170 dB Nitrogen blowdown tests

Continued SwRI AIV Testing
REDUCED-POWER TESTING
oModerate Pressure: 100 psia
oHigh Flow rate of air: 6 lbm/s
oManual or pneumatically actuated-controlled
valves or orifices to create noise source
oLong duration tests

FULL-POWER TESTING
oFull blowdown tests to re-create a full power
AIV excitation event using relief valves
oPressure differentials of ~1600 psig
oShort duration flowrates (30 s) of 85 mmscfd
oCan reach sound power levels (PWL) of 175
dB
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